
[11:00] == cburkett [466afb76@gateway/web/freenode/ip.70.106.251.118] has 
joined #openstack-ops-guide
[11:00] * med_ pre-waves
[11:00] <med_> \o
[11:01] <@Zucan> Hello
[11:01] <mpmsimo> Hey
[11:01] <cburkett> hi
[11:02] <ShillaSaebi> hi everynoe
[11:03] <pratap> morning
[11:04] <ShillaSaebi> hows it going
[11:04] <ShillaSaebi> roll call?
[11:04] <@Zucan> *raises hand* Here!
[11:05] <med_> \o
[11:05] <mpmsimo> Good morning
[11:05] <pratap> morning
[11:07] <ShillaSaebi> ok so i am imagining the agenda will be light today
[11:08] <ShillaSaebi> sorry i am on another call at the moment so I'm going to try 
to multimeet
[11:08] <ShillaSaebi> so lets start from the top
[11:09] <ShillaSaebi> last week we discussed going through the ops guide and 
refreshing/update it
[11:09] * fifieldt waves
[11:09] <ShillaSaebi> everyone get a chance to go through it
[11:10] <@Zucan> I got about 25% through it.
[11:10] <ShillaSaebi> mmhmmm :O
[11:10] <pratap> not complete  , still working on it :-(
[11:10] <med_> I got about 5% through it
[11:10] <@Zucan> *Whew* Now I don't feel so bad :)
[11:10] <cburkett> same here, just started
[11:11] * med_ is also multi-meeting so don't expect much brainwidth herein.
[11:12] <ShillaSaebi> ok
[11:12] <ShillaSaebi> thats cool
[11:12] <mpmsimo> I went through a few chapters, but I still have more to catch 
up on.
[11:12] <ShillaSaebi> keep on reading
[11:12] <ShillaSaebi> and I would say that as you see outdated info feel free to 
patch it up
[11:12] <med_> +1
[11:13] <ShillaSaebi> i put in a couple of patches last week which went through
[11:13] <ShillaSaebi> simple stuff, outdated links, old release names, old 
references
[11:13] <ShillaSaebi> and here are the current open reviews we have:https://
review.openstack.org/#/q/status:open+project:openstack/operations-guide,n,z
[11:13] <ShillaSaebi> i need to go in and look at what failed the gate oops
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[11:13] <@Zucan> Wonderful :)
[11:14] <ShillaSaebi> ill do that today
[11:16] <ShillaSaebi> and really i don't have any more info or updates to add
[11:16] <ShillaSaebi> unless anyone wants to bring anything up
[11:16] <ShillaSaebi> we have a short day today and a holiday weekend coming 
up for the US folks so I can imagine that there will be slow progress this and next 
week
[11:16] <med_> NOTE TO SELF: Put a reminder on Wednesday to prep for 
Thursday meetings....
[11:16] <ShillaSaebi> lol
[11:16] <fifieldt> :SD
[11:17] <@Zucan> :)
[11:17] <ShillaSaebi> well I'm glad everyones happy!
[11:17] <mpmsimo> Any thing that we should note over the week to bring up for 
the next meeting? Besides mistakes or outdated information that we have read 
over?
[11:18] <ShillaSaebi> we can start with low hanging fruit
[11:18] <ShillaSaebi> but lets start putting bugs in too
[11:18] <cburkett> agreed
[11:18] <ShillaSaebi> and then reviewing the bugs that are actually there as well
[11:18] <ShillaSaebi> let me pull that link up
[11:18] <fifieldt> https://bugs.launchpad.net/openstack-manuals/+bugs?
field.tag=ops-guide?
[11:18] <cburkett> simple stuff we can just do, but for more "interesting" things 
file a bug
[11:18] <ShillaSaebi> yay thank you
[11:19] <ShillaSaebi> ok yes exactly file a bug if its a bigger issue, otherwise get 
in there and fix it
[11:19] <ShillaSaebi> we also discussed making it more maintainable so if you 
see stuff wrapped around "this feature will be available in X release" i would say 
revamp it
[11:19] <ShillaSaebi> make it more generic
[11:19] <mpmsimo> I have been reading the HTML docs, there is also a bug 
report feature in the top right corner. http://docs.openstack.org/openstack-ops/
content/openstack-ops_preface.html
[11:20] <ShillaSaebi> yup mpmsimo that should go to the same place
[11:20] <mpmsimo> Okay cool.
[11:20] <ShillaSaebi> so we currently have 12 bugs reported against the ops 
guide, if u feel like it, grab one and tackle it
[11:21] <ShillaSaebi> we can always help each other out too if were unclear of 
where to start
[11:21] <med_> so
[11:21] <med_> ACTION: Review Bugs
[11:21] <med_> ACTION: Review reviews
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[11:21] <med_> or something like that.
[11:21] <ShillaSaebi> yeah and continue to read the ops guide
[11:21] <med_> ACTION: REVIEw OPS GUIDE AND CREATE MORE BUGS 
AND REVIEWS
[11:22] <ShillaSaebi> give input on what the group thinks are some of the things 
we should work on
[11:22] <@Zucan> Create more bugs... sounds funny :)
[11:22] <med_> +100
[11:22] <ShillaSaebi> ill start noting this stuff on our wiki too
[11:22] <ShillaSaebi> so its more transparent
[11:22] <med_> ACTION: Get meeting tracker in here.
[11:22] <ShillaSaebi> yeah haha
[11:22] <@Zucan> Yeah... I wonder if we can get the openstack bot in here?
[11:22] <@Zucan> :)
[11:23] <ShillaSaebi> sounds like a stretch
[11:23] <@Zucan> Yeah, like, people won't like it :)(
[11:23] <med_> I think that's what I meant... but... couldn't recall its name.
[11:23] <@Zucan> meetbot.  I looked at the code.
[11:23] <@Zucan> it is only a couple lines to make it happen, from what I can tell
[11:23] <ShillaSaebi> what are u waiting for!
[11:23] <ShillaSaebi> whats the hold up
[11:23] <med_> <snort>
[11:24] <ShillaSaebi> jk Zucan is wearing many hats and has a full plate
[11:24] <@Zucan> :) Ok!  fifieldt, what are the odds that the community will allow 
us to do that?
[11:24] <ShillaSaebi> i get it
[11:24] <fifieldt> hi, sorry, reading up
[11:24] <fifieldt> umm, "maybe"
[11:24] <ShillaSaebi> hahaha
[11:24] <ShillaSaebi> that sounds promising
[11:24] <@Zucan> hah hah.  Which is what I thought.
[11:24] <fifieldt> they will probably ask about this vs the operators channel
[11:24] <fifieldt> and the meeting channels
[11:25] <ShillaSaebi> yeah that makes sense
[11:25] <@Zucan> Yeah.  We wanted this time slot, but all the channels are full.
[11:25] <ShillaSaebi> and we accidentally screwed up the time the first time....
[11:25] <@Zucan> Is there a reason why there are only 4 meeting channels? :)
[11:25] <ShillaSaebi> so we created our own channel....
[11:25] <med_> i suspect in the logn run, we'd want this in a meeting channel
[11:26] <ShillaSaebi> yeah i agree
[11:26] <@Zucan> yeah.
[11:26] <ShillaSaebi> we probably do want it in a meeting channel
[11:26] <med_> if all four are blocked at this time, Id propose meeting room 5 (or 
NEXT)



[11:26] <ShillaSaebi> eventually we will have to change the time to make it fit so 
it doesn't overlap with all the other metings
[11:26] <@Zucan> heh heh :)  #openstack-meeting++
[11:26] <ShillaSaebi> yeah or another meeting channel
[11:26] <ShillaSaebi> #openstack-meeting-vip
[11:26] <@Zucan> Oh there you go
[11:26] * med_ is probably missing one or two other meetings but you have to 
pick and choose
[11:27] <@Zucan> med_ that seems to be common now adays.
[11:27] <@Zucan> iRC meetings just like summit ops sessions :)
[11:27] <ShillaSaebi> yeah
[11:27] <cburkett> definitely
[11:27] <ShillaSaebi> all you busy bees
[11:27] <ShillaSaebi> ok well then i think we can call it
[11:28] <ShillaSaebi> ill MANUALLY update the notes to the wiki and put in 
action items on the actual wiki page in bold
[11:28] <@Zucan> Alrighty then, see you all next week... for those celebrating a 
holiday this weekend, happy celebrating!
[11:28] <med_> dnake shilla
[11:28] <fifieldt> :D
[11:28] <@Zucan> I will ask about the meeting channel on the ops list.
[11:28] <med_> stupid question time: Does "shilla" sound like "Sheila" or 
something else?
[11:28] <ShillaSaebi> it sounds like Sheila
[11:28] <med_> or perhaps "Shiya"
[11:28] <ShillaSaebi> with a funky spelling
[11:28] <med_> cool.
[11:28] <@Zucan> But we call her "Shillz" around here :)
[11:29] <@Zucan> (jk)
[11:29] <ShillaSaebi> yeah most people who speak Spanish pronounce the II as 
Y and call me Shya
[11:29] <ShillaSaebi> but yeah everyone at work calls me Sheilz
[11:29] <med_> wfm.
[11:29] <ShillaSaebi> I'm fine with any of it (laid back person here)
[11:29] <med_> win. cunextweek.
[11:29] <ShillaSaebi> sounds good see you guys next week and thank you!
[11:30] <@Zucan> bye!
[11:30] <cburkett> see ya
[11:30] == ShillaSaebi [492732a5@gateway/web/freenode/ip.73.39.50.165] has 
quit [Quit: Page closed]
[11:30] <mpmsimo> Bye everyone
[11:31] == mpmsimo [62daa1f6@gateway/web/freenode/ip.98.218.161.246] has 
quit [Quit: Page closed]
[11:32] == pratap [~Adium@pool-71-163-61-208.washdc.fios.verizon.net] has left 
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